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Vote denial sparks
potential legal action
By Harold Brown
Managing Editor

AMI.

Greg Jackson, director for the Office
of Voter Facilitation, said yesterday a
group of students may go to court in an
effort to become registered voters in
Wood county
Jackson said the Wood County Board
of Elections is not following directives
issued by the Ohio secretary of state
concerning registering students in
areas where they attend college
A directive from Ted W Brown,
secretary of state, dated Nov. 12. 1971.
was sent to all boards of elections in the
state informing them that they could
not deny voter registration to a person
because he is a student or because he
resides on University property.

N.w.ph.1. by «

A memorial to six becomes a resting place for one...beer bottle.

Co-op to begin operation
By Jim Carey
The Bowling Green Student Co-op
will open officially Wednesday
afternoon. Jan 19. with an open house
at its728Sixth St location
According lo Connie Gallant, junior
lAJrS), a member of the organization s
Board of Directors, the Co-op will
arrange sales of used books, old
records and gently used clothes
In arranging book sales, the co-op
itself will not handle any money, said
Ms Gallant The major pan of the
transaction will take place between the
individual students
A STUDENT wishing to sell a book
can visit the co-op and with the help of
the co-op personnel, will determine the
worth of the book
THE BOOK'S price will be
determined by selecting a medium
price between the original purchase
cost of the book and the buy-back price
the bookstores are offering A 25-cent
service charge will be billed to the
seller by the co-op
After the price has been determined,
the student will retain the book and will
fill out an information card, which will
include the student's name and phone
number, title of the book and course
number.
The information card will be
presented to a maximum of three

interested buyers, who will conduct the
necessary transactions to sell the book
outside the co-op building
The information cards will be kept on
file for 10 days, if the seller's book has
not been sold by then, he may renew
the card for another 10 days or receive
a refund of his 25 cents
■ If the book is sold, the service charge
will be retained bv the organization
STUDENTS whose book transactions
are carried out through the co-op will
have a financial advantage, said Ms
Gallant.
In sales involving records and
clothes, the co-op will designate a fair
price in addition to a 25 cents service
charge If the items are sold, the
money paid for them will be placed in
the organization's bank account until
the seller comes to receive the money
If the records or clothes are not sold
or claimed within 30 days, the co-op
will assume that the items are a
donation, and the clothes will then, in
turn be given to a needy organization
According to Ms Gallant, a
maximum of three items of clothing
may be brought in per visit.
The procedure in filing records and
clothes is the same as for book filing
with the exception that items worth
less than $l will have a 10 cents service
charge
The co-op will handle the money on
these exchanges and reimburse the
seller upon demand.

AN ORGANIZATION to plan fund
raising events and to make and
distribute signs and posters for the coop is being formulated by the
organization's Board of Directors.
Friends of the BG Student Co-op, as
the organization will be called, hopes to
acquaint the students with the
exchange's ideas and methods of
operation

"THE ANDERSON case, decided by
the I'nited States Federal District
Court last October ruled
unconstitutional Sections 3503 05 and
3503 02 ill of the Ohio Hevised Code,
which deny to students the opportunity
to acquire voting residence in the
University community.'' the directive
states
The court ruled that the two sections
violate the equal protection clause and
are unconstitutional and "lurther that
there was no rational relationship
between the classification for students
and any legitimate state purpose
Jackson was refused registration by
the Wood County Board of Flections in
a letter received by him on Nov. 26,
1971 because, "the Ohio law as it is now
written states that no campus or
dormitory address can be considered as
a permanent residence."
This denial came 14 days after the
directive concerning the Anderson case
was released by the Secretary of State.
"I have contacted the board since the
first of the year and they say their

criteria for determining residence have
not changed. " Jackson said
A SPOKESMAN for the office of the
Secretary of State said yesterday the
only recourse for a person who has
been denied voter registration is
through the courts
We issue
directives and administer the laws but.
we can't go to the offices and say Do it
this way'.'' he said
"The law is not really clear-cut It is
difficult lo determine what a definition
of residence is." the spokesman said
The decisions are left up to each
individual board because they are the
onesclosest to the situation "
Gov JohnJ Gilligan has signed a bill

Caucus leader quits;
signs on with AAuskie
WASHINGTON I API-Saying his
group's hopes for a major role in
naming the Democratic presidential
nominee have been dashed, the head of
the new National Youth Caucus
announced his resignation yesterday
and signed on with Sen Edmund S.
Muskie's campaign
Duane Draper. 23. said "The collapse
of the favorite-son candidates" has
greatly reduced the chances of a wide
open Democratic convention, thus
eliminating the organization's potential
role as indepenent power broker there.
"As everybody falls into line behind
Edmund Muskie, it becomes obvious
people will be trying to beat somebody
with nobody. So the best we can do is
begin to build a strong alternative in
Muskie who can actually beat Ktchard

Deferment revision set
WASHINGTON iAI'1-The Selective
Service yesterday proposed rules
directing that a man be told why if his
application for deferment or exemption
is rejected
I mill present regulations, he doesn't
have the right to know and usually isn't
told
The revisions also give those-such as
stud?nts-who have been granted long
delays in being called up a somewhat
better chance to seek deferment or
exemption due to hardship or
conscientious objection.

THE CHANGES were published in
the Federal Register and go into effect
in mid-February unless challenged
They come in the wake of protests in
Congress and elsewhere that some
proposed rule changes issued last Nov
2 were unfair
Other rules proposed then, such as
phasing out student deferments,
became effective Dec 10.
As a result of the criticism draft
Director Curtis W. Tarr suspended all
calls for personal appearances before
boards and state appeal board actions

to give all draft-eligible men the
benefit of the rule changes proposed
yesterday The suspensions will remain
in effect until the latest revisions
become effective.
In response to an avalanche of mail
criticizing a proposed new form for
conscientious-objector applicants. Tarr
has proposed another, simpler form
appearing in the Federal Register.
Most of the letters objected to the
length of the 30-question form and to its
complexity.

The sharp increase in North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong activity in
Indochina has obvious parallels with
this time four years ago It must arouse
speculation in Saigon whether another
spectacular is in the works,
reminiscent of the 1968 Tet offensive
though not necessarily a duplicate of it.
There was good reason for the
spectacular then By I'anoi reckoning,
there could be a iust as good-if not
better reason for a big effort now.
The 1968 Tet offensive became a
shocker for Americans and was a
turning point in the Vietnam war
involvement That, too, was a
presidential year and the impact on
American politics was deep
See "S. Viet forces ■tucked," page 5.
Hanoi may be sorely tempted to draw
on that 1968 experience and try to
produce another shock for the
Americans, especially since 400,000
fewer American troops are on hand
than there were four years ago to help
the South Vietnamese forces parry the

Draper said endorsements of Muskie
by three political leaders who it was
originally thought would be favoriteson nominees, convinced him to
abandon the NYC "power broker" goal.
Those men are Govs John Gilligan of
Ohio and Milton Shapp of Pennsylvania,
and Sen John Tunney. (D-Calif.).
Draper said if they had led large
uncommitted delegations to the
Democratic convention in Miami
Beach next summer no one would have
the nomination locked up in advance.
Draper said some of the
uncommitted delegates would have
gone to Miami Beach planning to
support Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. (DMass.l, for the presidential
nomination

here Jan. 18

danger and mount retaliation

This year Tet. the Oriental lunar new
year holiday ushering in the Year of the
Rat. will begin Feb 15 That is.a week
before President Nixon arrives in
Peking
Red China closely supported the
Vietnamese Communists first in their
efforts to drive France out of Indochina
and then to dominate all Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia. The help was
particularly important in supplies of
small arms and ammunition and in
logistic support.
These days, however, the interests of
Moscow and Peking seem to clash in
Indochina. The interests revolve about
a contest for influence in Asia. The
conflict may be sharpened because the
Russians have cemented their alliance
with huge India, and India in turn has
dropped her neutrality to the extent of
tilting diplomatically toward Hanoi II
was not long ago that India and China
clashed militarily, and China now may
feel a bit hemmed in.
The objective of the 1968 offensive
was to occupy Saigon and cities and
spark a popular rising. It fell far short
of its alms. But it struck a heavy blow
to the Saigon regime and the
Americans.

Nixon in November" he said
The National Youth Caucus was
created in Chicago last month and
Draper became national coordinator.
He said two weeks later in an interview
with The Associated Press he would
personally remain uncommitted in the
race for the Democratic nomination
while hoping to build the NYC into an
influential bloc of millions of young
voters
But Muskie's campaign office
announced yesterday that Draper will
serve as youth coordinator in the Maine
senator's campaign for the Wisconsin
primary April 4.
"I believe an uncommitted strategy
is no longer possible." Draper said in a
telephone interview from Norman,
oki.-i . where he is recuperating from
an automobile accident. "I felt we
would continue to have leverage on the
issues, but we're not."

Birch Bayh
set to speak

Hanoi tactics arouse
Saigon speculation
BY WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

that will eliminate the two clauses
declared unconstitutional by the
federal court The bill will become law
March 23,1972
"But in reality, that law is already in
effect because of the court decision."
Jackson said
"I feel it is the student's Derogative
to register where he feels he has
established permanent residency."
Jackson said
Members of Boards' of Election are
recommended to the Secretary of State
by county executive committees of
each political party and are in turn
appointed to four-year terms by the
Secretary of State, according to Ohio
Law

This house located in the 900 block of W. Wooster St. has bocomo tho object of a
zoning diipute. A local physician wants tho property roionod to permit him to
build a dink, while residents want tho property to remain residential.
Doug Valentine, a local landlord, warned residents and members of City
Council lost week that the property may turn into a "hippie nest'' if the loning
is not changed "ft would toko a substantial amount of money to make the
house suitable for more than low rent housing," Valentine said.

Senator Birch Bayh. iD-Ind. i. who
led the effort for the passage of the 26th
amendment to the U.S. Constitution
granting 18-year-olds the right to vote,
will speak Jan 18 in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union at 12 30 p.m.
Bayh was first elected to the Senate
in 1962 and was re-elected in 1968. He is
currently serving as chairman of the
Constitutional Amendments subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary'
Committee.
As chairman of the subcommittee, he
pushed through the 25th amendment
concerning presidential succession.
Bayh is currently working for the
passage of three amendments, one
involving equal rights for men and
women, another for the direct election
of the President and vice president and
a third calling for lowering the age
qualification in the House of
Representatives from 25 to 22 and in
the Senate from 30 to 27.
He is on the Committee on Air and
Water Pollution and the Policy Council
of the Democratic National
Committee.
Bayh has also come out in favor of
the National Child Care Center
program.
The speech is sponsored by Cultural
Boost, Student Body Organization and
Student Activities and is free and open
to the public.
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eprreRiaLS
budget cut
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s statement on the University's
budget Tuesday held more than one surprise.
Although his intentions to cut bark funds in several areas had
been anticipated for a long. long, time, some of his
recommendations for new programs come as a welcome shock.
The president has authorized the appointment of three
committees to study the feasibility of establishing new schools or
colleges for communications, health and environmental science,
and technology.
Recommendations for establishing a School of
Communications, possibly including journalism, speech, theater
and advertising courses, have been tossed about in several
departments for the past few months.
Rumblings of dissatisfaction with the present setup in a few of
these areas-particularly journalism-have been heard from both
faculty and students
It's high time the Administration agreed to look into the
possibilities of alternative programs for people involved in these
fields
And. with the state of the environment in such a precarious
position, it's time the University as an institution of higher
learning decided what it could do to ease the situation.
The decision to study the feasibility of a three-year degree
program also holds some interesting possibilities.
Theoretically, students enroll in a university for the sole
purpose of expanding their menial horizons.
However, it's also true that many students are here to expand
their economic horizons as well.
Kven those who have enrolled for the sake of knowledge have
been bogged down with required courses that often merely repeat
what was said in a high school classroom.
A three-year program, stripped of the courses required solely
to occupy a student s otherwise free time during his four-year
Stay here, would free that student to pursue his career much
earlier.
Although the University must not be permitted to establish a
program lading necessary courses just to grind students through
the education mill that much sooner, a well-planned three-year
program may be the answer to the problems facing the student
who is required to mark time here for four years because that's
what the catalogue says.
It was unfortunate the University had to make the cutbacks
announced Tuesday
l.'owever. the Administration's pledge not to allow the current
budget situation to force this University into a "holding pattern"
frame of mind is encouraging -encouraging if that pledge is not
lost in an endless round of committee meetings during the next
lew months.

temporary?
W c would like lo ask the Wood County Hoard of Eleclions for its
definition of the word "temporary "
According to Joyce Kepke of the League of Women Voters,
students who attempt to regisier to vote here are asked if they
are in the city for "temporary'' purposes
But what is "temporary"?
The average student enrolled al this University spends four
years in the Bowling Green community -four years during which
he has no way to formulate or approve Hie local ordinances that
he will still be required to obey
A large number of students do return to their hometowns during
the summer and for three months out of the year live under laws
which they supposedly had sonic say in creating
However, three months al home does not quite stack up to nine
months in an area where they are not permitted to take part in the
political process
The News, "temporary" indicates a much shorter period of
time than four years or. for the student who does spend his
summer with his parents, three years
In fact, (hree or four years is a very long time for any voter to
be without a voice in local polilics
Opponents to the proposal to permit students to vote in their
college towns ask why (hey should live under the direction of
officials elected by persons who live in that area only nine months
out of the year.
We ask why persons in our "hometowns" must live with
officials elected by voters who reside there only three months out
of the vear

opinion

free america, system first
By Edwin W. Trimmer
Ed. Note: This ii the concluding part
of a series on the modern
revolutionaries. The author Is editor of
"The New Revolutionaries" publication.
The new revolutionary knows the
difference between
freedom and
permissiveness
Permissiveness,
of
course, is always in relation to the
sickness of society, while freedom is
freedom from the sickness.
Everyday we can see all kinds of
delinquents, criminals, militants, and
"revolutionaries"
demanding
more
permissiveness from society and always
in the name of freedom. Often a sick and
confused society will give into these
demands in the delusion that it is
showing how free it is when it is only
showing how sick it is.
This confusion is a special boon to false
revolutionaries because it enables them
to dislocate the processes of freedom,
then champion the cause of freedom in
terms of the dislocation

Also, he would be neither a conformist
or a non-conformist. This is not hard to
visualize. For instance, if a man is not an
alcoholic what does it mean to him to
conform or not conform I to the rules of
Alcoholics Anonymous''
The same with the rules of society
This means that in a free society the
rules and discipline serve the ends of
freedom and are not ends in themselves.
Certainly, there is always a need for
new revolutionaries in America if the
true revolutionary spirit is to be kept
alive Even Thomas Jefferson said "a
generation that commences a revolution
seldom completes it." The actual truth is
that revolution must be an ongoing thing
because the compulsion to enslave is an
ongoing thing. Today the slavery is all
the worse for being psychological--of the
mind.
These days the new King George is the
Capitalist Industrial System which does
not serve America but makes America
serve it. The System only gives in order

to receive with compound interest. Even
the government which is supposed to be a
servant of the people is mostly a servant
to the System.

MEANWHILE, NOBODY runs the
System but it runs on blindly by itself, on
its own habitual momentum.

dreams, and its lifestyle, which is only a
process of mass conditioning or
brainwashing.
The media, of course, always claims to
be serving the interest of a free people
but where is freedom when people only
think and act according to their
conditioning?

The System, in fact, is a Robot
Emporer. The capitalist is only a master
slave of the System and keeps it in power
by promising every little slave that he,
too, can be master.
Of course, the revolution today cannot
be fought by Minutemen with guns
because the System not only rules people
from the outside but from the inside as
well This means that it not only controls
the politics and the economy but also the
culture--which is the area of
communications
The communications media like TV,
radio and the press are the main
instruments for selling the System as
well as its products, promises or

Where is freedom of speech when
there are no free people to speak, or
freedom of assembly when there are no
free people to assemble?
Any freedom in America today is in
spite of the media and the System and
not because of them. Also, the capitalist
system has never feared control of the
media, only loss of control.
This is why America today cannot
make anybody free but must be made
free herself and only by humans who still
have the freedom they were born with
and not by the brainwashed masses
pursuing dreams or by slaves trying to
be master.

7il* JM~T ITijalBI
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In this context, the prevention of crime
becomes the denial of liberty and the
preservation of order, the "rule of the
police stale." This is the way that the
processes of freedom can be used lo end
freedom.
Yet this is only a part of the
established way
Actually, this kind of revolutionary
activity in America is only a secondary
part of the exploitive process that keeps
the System in power with the main part
being within the law and wholly approved
of by society.
Meanwhile, the System, like alcohol,
has no power to rule except the power
thai men give it They give the System
this power because it promises freedom
and fulfillment-just like the bottle.
IN THIS KIND of living, the means are
what is most important and so we
sacrifice living for a slavish pursuit of
the means Again, it would be pointless
to try and overthrow the System because
thai would only be like alcoholics trying
to solve their problems by overthrowing
Alcoholics Anonymous
The whole point is to be free of the
System and its promises and thai way it
could be overthrown without laying a
hand on it After that, the System or
society would serve the people instead of
the people serving them
The new revolutionary, then, knows
the right relationship to society which is
a free relationship and not a compulsive
one.
In this, he relates to society on his own
terms and not society's terms This
means he would relate in terms of his
own inborn gifts, talents, and capacities
and not sacrifice them in order to seek
out the many gifts and "goodies" that
society baits its traps with.

so they say
Paul Gray I'offman. head of the U.N.
Development Program. The Program
now channels 20 per cent of all technical
assistance going to developing nations.
"Oar whole thinking has always been
clouded and obscured by the term
foreign aid as such
If you try
deliberately to use aid to win friends and
influence people, you won't win any
friends and you won't Influence any
people. On the contrary, you will make
bad friends."

%?5

'THE END OF THE ERA OF PERMISSIVENESS IS AT HANOI' —Spiro Agnow, Jan. 1972.

news LBTTers
peace, a rare ideal
War still rages in the jungles and
plains of Vietnam, and will continue
whether the United States disengages or
not.
People are killed daily in American
airplane raids in southeast Asia. Bangla
Desh is "dealing with" West Pakistan
sympathizers during its recent war. and
very shaky "peace" exists between both
Egypt and Israel, and the factions in
Ireland. And yet one individual is
welcoming in a sort of "new era of
peace"
I write in regards to a letter in The BG

women ad

News iJan 111 by Fred Johnson Mr.
Johnson states that "within the next few
months a new phenomena will occur...
That phenomena is peace". He urges
thai peace should be made "a reality"
this time.
MR. JOHNSON SHOULD be made
aware of the fact that there have been
very few years in the history of the
United States in which it has not been
engaged in some sort of military
conflict. The "reality" is, it's good for
the economy
Second of all. I don't think Mr. Johnson
should be joyfully acclaiming "peace",
while a large part of the rest of the world

me BG news

The editorials of The BG News during
the last few months have indicated the
paper is in opposition to the
discrimination against and exploitation
of women which pervades the whole of
human society.
Pow then, can The BG News possibly
justify their acceptance of advertising
which degrades and humiliates women,
reducing them to little more than
commercial come-ons for business and
other lucrative enterprises le.g.
fraternities l?
This contradiction of editorial policy
and advertising criterion is obvious.
forcing one to question the credibility of
a paper which operates by these
standards.

An Independent Student Voice
Edilo.iol Staff
editor
kathleen m. froze
managing editor
daman v. back
assistant managing editor... horoid a. brawn
editorial editor
cynthia a. soopis
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keith h. meiser
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Ifcci m. boulangor
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John Dowler
423<*E. Court St

Business Staff

sell what?
Regarding Ms. Barbara Chernesky
"beer n broads" letter of January 11—If
you find out what they are selling, would
you please tell me?

shudders under its roofs each night,
fearing bombs, attacks or terror.
At the same time, what are the
prospects for making peace a "reality",
when part of the basis of education in
China is that the United States is an
imperialistic aggressor which must be
feared? The students are taught to use
weapons as well as study their Chinese
grammar.
Though I think optimism is definitely
needed in the world if anything positive
is to be accomplished. I think the
ephemeral quality of Mr. Johnson's
letter is a bit too much to stomach.
Jim Carey
207 Pi Kappa Alpha

business manoger
advertising manager

philip a. stkkney
vouflhn •. rockhold
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Humphrey tours Florida

Wallace to enter race
By RICH OPPEL
Associate" Press Writer
George C Wallace will
formally announce as a
Democratic candidate for
president in Tallahassee.
Fla . today with a promise to
return the party he abandoned in 1968 to 'grass-roots
control.'' informed sources
said yesterday.
The Alabama governor
planned to (ly into Florida's

Prop er
dress

Capitol city with a retinue of
95 aides, legislators, state
officials and newsmen for a
9:15am news conference.
Wallace. 52. has selected
Tallahassee as the site for
his announcement because
of the importance he
attaches to Florida's March
M presidential primaryWallace is considered to
be the frontrunner in
Florida's
12-way
Democratic race. Sen.

Even a fur coat couldn't keep out all the
cold for this baby jaguar at the Dallas
Zoo. A recent temperature drop into the
teens resulted in this improvised earwarmer.

Hubert H. Humphrey. (DMinn.i. s»id his polls place
Wallace at the head of the
line, and Florida Secretary
of State Richard Stone
agreed
WALLACE announced as a
third party candidate of his
own Montgomery. Alabased
American
Independent party in Washington. DC. in 1968. I'e finished last in the general
election with 13 5 per cent of
the vote, behind President
Nixon and Humphrey.
Humphrey, campaigning
among the many thousands
of senior citizens in the
Tampa Bay area yesterday
attacked
the Nixon
administration for what he
termed a do-nothing policy
on medical care for the aged
and "arbitrary wage controls in a Republican created
recession,"
It's impossible for people
to buy a home or a farm," he
told a luncheon meeting of
supporters at St Petersburg,
"because the interest rates
were allowed to climb to
their highest since the Civil
War under this administration.
"But then, these are the
same Nixon Republicans
who fought medicare tooth
and nail down to the very
last day that this great
measure for our senior
citizens was finally passed
"AND IT was wrong that
after two
years of
Republican-created
recession for the N'.xon
administration to arbitrarily
proclaim a freeze on the
wages of all working Americans, while providing a
special exemption for pro-

Drug traffickers taxed
government said yesterday
it has assessed more than
$17 million in taxes and
penalties and identified :t28
narcotic traffickers in the
first six months ol a
program to put the tax
squeeze on those who
distribute drugs

lor enforcement, told
newsmen the government
has actually
collected
$t>:W.UOu in cash and seized
property under the program
as well as identifying 328
traffickers in :iT cities
"Our aim is to take the
profit nut ol the illegal drug
traffic Hossides said.

Not all of the taxes and
penalties assessed will be
collected, the Treasurj
officials said at a news
conference, but the> said the
program
represents
a
substantial start in attacking
the drug
trafficking
problem.
Eugene T
Rossules.
assistant Treasun secretary

HE SAID THE traflickers
were identified through the
cooperation of state and
local police agencies, who
helped supply the names of
middle-and-upper-echelon
drug traffickers
in their
states and cities
Rossides said $17,485,000
has been assessed in the
form of
tax-evasion

WASHINGTON IAPI The

penalties or failure to file
income taxes.
Rossides said he could
provide no estimate of what
percentage
the
328
traffickers represented of
the total
traffickers
nationwide
One of the
results of the program may
be to provide a better
estimate of how many
traffickers are operating in
the I'nited States, he said
The program is designed
to delect traffickers of hard
narcotics, mainly heroin and
cocaine. Rossides said The
group ol traffickers selected
for tax investigations are
concentrated in populous
areas.

fits, dividends and interest
rates.''
Florida Republican Sen.
Edward Gurney told a Tallahassee news conference
Florida has "almost a 100
per cent chance" of getting
the space shuttle program
and Democratic presidential
candidate Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie "really laid an egg"
when he opposed it
Gurney predicted that
President Nixon would win
overwhelmingly against
Reps Paul N. McCloskey
Jr.. of California and John
Ashbrook of Ohio, his GOP
challengers in the Florida
primary, and would go onto
win
re-election easily
"because the Democrats
don't have any strong candidates."

ow

glory
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How much longer will we be able to tee those "broad stripet and bright stars?"
"Oh say can you see..." through the smog from below..."at the daylight's last
gleaming..."

Shuck regrefs living unit loss
The relocation of the
Office of International Programs to Williams Hall and
the loss of Johnston Hall as a
housing facility has
destroyed the "uniqueness"
of a separate living unit for
American
and
foreign
students, according to Dr. L.
Edward Shuck, director of
international programs
Dr. Shuck said the functions of his office have not
changed with the move, but
he sees the loss of Johnston
Hall as a loss to the international program
"FOREIGN graduate
students miss the experience
of living in the house," said
in Shuck
He added that the International Center was a
successful four-year experiment in dormitory living
The house had its own
internal organization and
was open on a 24-hour basis.
"The atmosphere
in
Johnston Hall was of a
homey nature: whereas in
Williams everything is much
less personal." said Nobby
Emmanuel,
sophomore
(Ed I. a resident of South
Africa
"Johnston I '.ill had prestige, but it has lost that
now." he said.

An international lounge is
located in the basement of
Williams next to the office
facilities
However.
Dr.
Shuck said Ihe lounge has not
been widely used
The lounge, which is
equipped with a television,
couches and study tables, is
for both American and
foreign students

This lounge is for the convenience of the whole campus." said Dr Shuck.
HE STRESSED the goal of
the international program as
an attempt to bring American and foreign students
together in an inter-cultural
exchange of customs and
ideas.

"Our living center tin
Johnston Hall I was a unique
experiment in Ohio." said
Dr Shuck.
For the future, Dr Shuck
has hopes of revitalizing the
International Center When a
building such as a sorority or
fraternity house becomes
available, the international
program will consider rein-

stating a living unit on campus, according to Dr Shuck
Presently.
foreign
students are housed in
Harshman Quadrangle

Nixon's Peking journey
to be televised in port
WASHINGTON i AH i Hart
of Hresident Nixon's historic
journey to Peking next
month will be televised live
in the I'nited States. His trip
probably will be followed by
a springtime visit here by
Chinese table tennis players,
the White House said yesterday.
Press secretary Ronald I.
Ziegler told newsmen thai
the Chinese will hire an
American firm to set up a
portable ground station at
the Peking Airport which
will be capable of trans
milting full press coveragevoice, print and piclures-to
the I'nited States
Ziegler, who returned this
week from an advance

journey to the Chinese
capital, said he relayed
yesterday to the U.8 Table
Tennis Association a personal
suggestion
Irom
Premier Chou En-lai that a
Chinese table tennis team
visit the United States this
spring
Saying he anticipated such
a visil would be arranged in
return for a ground-breaking
trip to Peking lasl winter by
American representatives of
the sport. Ziegler said Chou
suggested the Chinese come
here "when the blossoms are
in full bloom."
The press secretary gave
no details on the schedule lo
be followed in China by the
President and Ms. Nixon

during their Feb. 21-28 visit.
However, he said Nixon
might visit the Great Wall,
the Ming Tombs and the Forbidden City in Peking, an
industrial
exhibition
in
Shanghai and a scenic lake
area near Hangchow.

BUY
Ofiginal and used graduate undei
graduate Itim papm itpotls Guar
anteed wo(k low cost list seivice
Wnif Educational leimi'apei
He
search. Dr* of Umveisal Buyers
Guide

P.O. BOX 1133

In addition, he said. Ms.
Nixon also will visil such
sites as hospitals and
schools.
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Confession 'admissible'

Court upholds conviction
WASHINGTON lAPl-The
Supreme Court held in a 4-3
decision yesterday that
courts need not determine
"beyond a
reasonable
doubt" that the confession of
a criminal defendant was
voluntary before admission
into evidence.
'Courts need only to
determine." the majority
said, that a confession was
voluntary "by a prepon
derance of the evidence
The decision came in an
appeal by Don Richard I.c|io
which sought to overturn his
1961 Illinois armed robbery
conviction
LEGO MAINTAINED that
the trial judge should have
determined whether his confession was voluntary
beyond reasonable doubt
before admitting it into evidence
Lego said he was

admissible at a hearing with
the jury absent.

questioned by police for four
hours and beaten with a gun
butt The statement also < ontained the sentence. Lego
said. "No. I refuse to sign
this statement. I want to see
a doctor and an attorney "

THE MAJORITY opinion,
written by Justice Byron R.
White and joined by Chief
Justice Warren E Burger
and Justices Potter Stewart
and Hairy A Blackmun held
that the standard of proof

The trial judge determined
that the confession was

Hopes dim for vote
on pay raise bill
COLUMBUS iAPi-1'opes
for a I'ouse floor vote on a
$98 million pay -raise for
slate employees
were
dimmed yesterday by I'ouse
Finance Committee Chairman Lloyd G«org« Kerns
iR-lfii Richwood
Kerns was to have
scheduled additional hearings in the afternoon and the

$1 OFF ALL ADULT
SWEAT SHIRTS
AT

TOYS CAMPUS
CORNER
ACROSS FROM
KOHL HALL

5 DAY
SALE

I'ouse was to get the bill for
floor action last night.
The
measure,
which
passed the Senate last week,
allocates $50 million from
the state's general fund. But
it includes language that
would make the basic pay
raise effective to state
employees of agencies
operating on separate budgets
The bill calls for a 10 per
cent across-the-board or a
38-cent per hour increase,
depending on which is
greater.
Representatives of stateemployed nurses and attorneys within the Ohio Bureau
of Employment Services
appeared
before
the
committee yesterday asking
for a larger pay increase.

ATTEND FREE

beyond a reasonable doubt
was necessary in determining guilt or innocence
"to insure against unjust
convictions by giving substance to the presumption of
innocence.
A guilty verdict is not rendered less reliable ..simply
because the admissibility ol
a confession is determined
by a less stringent standard "
In dissent. Justice William
J. Brennan declared that
"the preponderance standard does not provide sufficient protection against the
danger that involuntary confessions will be employed in
criminal trials."
Brennan was joined in dissenting by Justices William
0. Doublas and Thurgood
Marshall
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Presentation

University President Holli* A. Moore Jr. thanks Richard Rodgert, for his
presentation of a portrait of lauronce Dunbar at the Dunbar Hall rededkation
yesterday.

Dunbar dedicated to black poet
liuiih.ii fall, a women's
residence hall in l.'arshman
Quadrangle, may be the first
major building at a predominantly white American
university to be named after
the black
poet
Paul
Laurence Dunbar
Information about the poet
and an authentic Dunbar
document were presented to
the University by Dr.
Patricia Romero, research
associate for the Association
for the Study of Negro Life
and
History,
during
rededication ceremonies for

the residence hall yesterday
afternoon
THE DOCUMENT, to be
placed in the Library, is a
pamphlet entitled
"Paul
Laurence Dunbar: Poet
Laureate of the Negro
Race." It was published
around 1908-1909 after the
poet's death
President I'ollis A Moore
Jr unveiled an original portrait of Dunbar during the
ceremonies
Richard Rodgers. junior
i AA/S). was commissioned

by the University to paint
the portrait.
He said his commission
involved many rewards, not
only financial rewards but
also the gratification of
being asked to paint the portrait and the educational
reward obtained by doing
research on the poet.
Dr. Moore said the ceremonies reaffirmed "Bowling
Green State University's
affiliation with Dunbar's
name."
"Pis name on this building
brings prestige and honor to

U.AO. CAMPUS FLICKS
FRIDAY

LESSON

THE DAMNED

6:30

8:30

THE CHAIRMAN

9:30

6:30

U HALL, MAIN AUD. FREE WITH I.D.

You'll Increase Your
Reading Speed On The Spot!
For The 1st Time Ever
• World Famous Evelyn Wood
Rending Dynamics offers you
a free glimpse of what it's liko
to be able to read and study
much faster .

TAKE ADVANTAGE

1/0FUS!

You'll find this Special Free offer of increased reading speed
to be an exciting and unusual
experience.

For the first time we are offering
a Special Speed-Reading Les
son to provide you
with a
glimpse of what it's like to be
able to read and study almost
as fast as you can Uirn pages
.nui you'll actually
participate in the techniques
tli.it will improve 'your reading
and study speed on the spot1

MINI

Military surveillance
of civilians criticized
WASHINGTON lAPi-Sen
Sam J Ervin Jr.. iD-N.C).
said yesterday Congress
should pass legislation to
prevent abuses of military
surveillance of civilians and
other government compilation of data on citizens.
I'is statement was made
in announcing publication by
the Senate Constitutional
Rights subcommittee he
heads of a 1.000-page volume
of testimony taken at public
hearings early last year

CANTERBURY INN (C.I.)
THURSDAY NITE

3 For 1 & 2 For 1

CURRENT ITEMS FROM EVERY DEFT
Others wait till everything's picked over
before they drop to 1/3 off. NOT US! IT'S
RIGHT NOW!
Come in, take advantage of us during our
big storewide sale!!

Start TAKING ADVANTAGE OF US

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NITES
LIVE MUSIC
PLAYING THIS WEEK

STONE BRIDGE
FREE
SURPRISE
BAG

FREE
SURPRISE
BAG

, >%V.
>CSFSWITH

NOW

ALSO AT 400 & 8 00 PM

FRANKLIN PARK MALL
COMMUNITY ROOM
MONROE ST. ENTRANCE
Telephone 473 3135
4427 Talmadge Rd , Suite Ml
Toledo, Ohio 43623

5^*%WREAUING DYNAMICS

Slip Imuprsitii *bnp
STORE HOURS: 9:00-5:30 MON -SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

m

352-5165
532 E. WOOSTER ST.

m

FREE SURPRISE BAG
PURCHASE ($1 or more)

EACH

"SALE ON!"

You'll NEVER MAKE OUT BETTER THAN at

Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge

The hearings dealt with
Army surveillance activities
during riots and other civil
disturbances in recent years,
as well as the use of computer data systems by the
government
Ervin called the volume
"an incriminating record of
inequities in the executive
branch of the federal government which have threatened
the privacy and
First
Amendment rights of all
Americans."

HAPPY HOURS:
FRI.2T0 6

Lessons!

LAST DAY
4:00 & 8:00 P.M.

ness manager for United
Brethren Publishing I'ouse
loaned Dunbar the $125 he
needed to publish his first
collection of poems, she
said
ACCORDING
to Ms
Robinson. Dunbar was the
first black American to earn
recognition in literature
Although
much of his
popularity was tied to dialect
poems, she said the poetry
written in classic English
best reveals the scope of
Dunbar's talent
Horace W. Coleman Jr.,
graduate assistant
in
English and poet editor of
the Black Swamp Review,
read selections from Dunbar's work
Gerald Dillingham. president of the Epsilon Theta
chapter of Alpha Hhi Alpha
fraternity, also spoke

PLUS
LIVE MUSIC

• You'll hear what the faculty
members of one of America's
foremost c ollOgOS says about
Evelyn Wood, 'and watch them
read fast'

We want you to decide for your
self the value of becoming a
Speed-Reader. Evelyn Wood
style.

East Wooster and 1-75

the ll-Shop's

You'll see why Presidents
Kennedy and Nixon invited
Evelyn Wood to the White
House -to teach then advis
ors and the Joint Chief*, of
Statf how to read faster

You'll actually be taught how
to read and study faster during
the exciting Speed
Reading
Lesson

Free

SATURDAY

the University." he said
Ms. Wilhelmena S Robinson, an associate professor
of history at Central State
University, gave a detailed
history of Dunbar's life
SHE SAID the poet wrote
his first verse when he was
seven years old. While
attending Steele High School
in Dayton. Ohio, he edited a
monthly student publication
and composed a class song.
IV graduated with honors
in 1891. the only black
student in his class.
1'owever. Ms Robinson
said Dunbar found his
graduation honors and academic record didn't mean
much when he began looking
for employment. I'is first
job after high school was as
an elevator boy in Davton s
Callahan Bldg.
The following year, a busi-

PRICE WAS

PRICE IS

$3.00.SPOON RINGS
$ .96
To $4.50...STERLING LOVERS
KNOT RINGS
$1.96
To $4.95...ROPES (100 Stylos)
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FREE
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BAG

100

PURPLE MUSHROOM
,„£. HOSIER

FREE
Jg
BAG
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Velvet, Hexe aid blind mistresses

Sightless coeds adapt to campus life
Many college students find
adjustments to campus life
difficult but that task is ■
unique one for those who are
blind
Two who know are Kathy

I'oil is freshman iA&S>. and
Deborah Wood, sophomore
Ai-Si
birth

both
The

blind since
coeds are

sociology majors, planning
to go into social work
Both attended the Ohio
State School for the Blind for
several years, where they
learned skills, such as
cooking and sewing, in
addition to their regular
studies. Debbie thinks she
led a sheltered life there.

however, because she was
always with blind people
Kathy decided to come to
Bowling Green because "I
liked
the
friendly
atmosphere here'V She
originally planned on being a
teacher, but now wants to
work with children.
1 guess I always just
assumed that I'd go to
college.'' said Debbie.
"Other types of work just
didn't interest me."

take notes in braille, but do
tape some lectures. When
doing papers, they write
their rough drafts on braille
writers and type the final

LEARNING THEIR way
around campus was their
first task Kathy learned
mainly from just walking
through the campus and
learning directions. She says
she is glad that the land is
flat because she doesn't have
to worry about walking up
and down hills. Debbie has a
raised surface map of the
campus which serves as a
guide
The girls get to class with
the help of their seeing-eye
dogs. Kathy's Labrador
Retriever. Velvet, and
Debbie's German shepherd
were raised in the 4-1! Pilot
Dog Program.
"I!exe and I both have to
work as a team." Debbie
said. "But I run into fewer
things than I would if I had a
cane "
Kathy and Debbie usually

drafts on typewriters
Susan Mertz. a secretary
in the music department,
transcribes hand-outs for
them, which they consider

"a big help." Both have
readers for their courses
DEBBIE'S HOBBIES
include Spanish, reading and
singing. She is a member of
the University Chorus and
learns her music through
imitation because "reading
music is just too much
trouble."
Kathy likes to bowl, read
and listen to baseball games,
especially Cleveland
Indians' games.
x
"I'm really glad that I'm
alive now, when I think'of
what it was like for blind
people 200 years ago," said
Debbie "I don't know what
I'd do without my tapes and
braille writer "
Neither considers hersell
"different" because she is
blind There are a lot of
handicapped
people
around." Kathy said "But I
just don't notice it "

CCN due
The first issue of the
Crystal City News for
this quarter will not be
available until late
Friday
afternoon,
according to staff
member
Calvin
Stewart

Velvet *il* quietly by his mistress.

Debbie Wood says she and her dog
He«e work as a team.

Youth fou nd dead
in Belfast house
BELFAST. North Ireland
lAPl-A youth was found loot
to death yesterday in a house
in Belfast Sources said he
may have been killed by an
Irish Republican Army disciplinary squad
The boy about IS years
old was found in a pool of
blood in a house in New
Barnsley Park, an IRA
stronghold A pistol was
beneath his body and another
one was hidden in a couch in
the living room
A statement, reportedly
from the Belfast IRA. said
the boy's death was an accident but gave no explanation.
It was the 209th violent
death in the British-ruled
province since the fall of
1969 and the third this year
BRITISH troops raided six
homes in another IRA
stronghold in Belfast. NewLodge, seizing 1.049 rounds
of ammunition and 13 guns.

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO

and arresting seven men
A provincial government
spokesman said guns are
being issued to ministers of
the Northern Ireland government, so they can defend
themselves and their
families Police marksmen
are training some of the
government leaders and
parliament members at a
firing range outside Belfast,
sources said.
The decision to issue the
guns was made after a provincial senator was murdered in his home last
month

Some field reports said the
battle for Long Cheng was in
progress, with a 50-50 chance
it would be lost Long Cheng
is 78 miles north of
Vientiane
DEFENSE OF the moun-

tainous position-headquarters of Gen Vang Pao's
CIA backed Meo tribal
army is believed crucial to
control of the plain that
stretches south to Vientiane
North Vietnamese gunners
pounded Long Cheng with
130 mm artillery fire, while
clouds and fog slowed US
and Laotian strikes for the
fifth day running
Sources in the Cambodian
capital of Phnom Penh said

about 3,000 families have
fled the Krek region in the
wake of first a South Vietnamese and then a Cambodian pullout from that
highway 7 slrongpoint
Klements of three North
Vietnamese divisions are
now in the Krek area. 10
miles from South Vietnam's
border. Krek is 90 miles
from Saigon and could be
used to store supplies and
stage attacks in the Saigon
sector.
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SIGMA CHI RUSH PARTY

25c ENTRY FEE
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ALL INTERESTED MEN INVITED!

WANTED

THURSDAY 8 P.M.

24 HR. SERVICE

DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
ABOUT THE
AIR FORCE R0TC 2-YEAR PROGRAM
CALL 372-2174

EAST NEW FRATERNITY ROW

352-9012

T.O/S CAMPUS
CORNER
5 DAY
SALE
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KOHL HALL
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This IS

Something Different

Club Steak $3.75
close to 1 lb. of steak
incl. salad bar, homemade bread
and bagel table, potato

NOW SERVING

V

COCKTAILS

V

mm

945 S. Main

353-7675

NEWL0VE
APARTMENTS

^T with two yt». of collage remaining

WE'RE INTERESTED IN YOU!

Leasing September 15th to June 15th
$65.00 each student

ALL MEN ARE CORD I ALL Y INVITED
TO OUR

OPEN HOUSE
AT THE

SIGMA ALPHA EPSIL0N HOUSE

Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month
Each Apartment Includes:
Two Bedrooms

• All clocks in stock from Germany
• Oxidized, handmade vases
• Swedish, handblown vases
• Handmade baby clothes from Greece
• All wood work from Kenya
• Baby blankets
» All Christmas & Collector's Plates
•
^ «A11 Jewelry in stock
/ Arv»K \t*Swiss handmade Music Boxes

25% OFF
25% OFF
30% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
20% OFF
30% OFF

BEER WILL BE SERVED

"*!**&****

Hours

Mon.*Fri.-9-8

Carpeted and drapes
Approximately 31 feet of storage
Coppeitone stove and matching refrigerator
Separate an conditioning and heating system
Gas. water, sewage furnished
Four persons each apartment
All buildings are new
Located three blocks from campus

NEWL0VE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381 or 352-5161

THURS. 7-9 P.M.
Thu. & Sal. - 9-6

J

Dining Ro »m MOD Sal 11 am 12 pm. Sun II in 9 p.m.
Cocktails MwFn 'Ml im.-M.-SM 'HI 2 30.1.
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program are intended for
use at the two I' A A operated
airports only, the concept
could be adopted by other
airports as well, thus further
increasing the odds against
successful hijackings or acts
nl sabotage "
After a 20-week training
course, the four German
shepherds will be tested for
45 days at National Airport
before a decision is made
whether to permanently
adopt the program.
In a preliminary test at
Dalle* .1 year ago. dogs were
able to sniff out explosives
on persons and in luggage or

SWEAT SHIRTS
two government high-ground
positions overlooking the
embattled base of Long
Cheng, inflicting 56 casualties, informed sources said
in Vientiane, the Laotian
administrative capital

••••••••••••••••••••••*

STUDENTS TO EARN
$100 MONTHLY

WASHINGTON lAPl-Thc
Kotiorai Aviation Admlnii
nation is having dogs
trained lo sniff out hidden
explosives in an effort lo
thwart hijackers and sabo
leurs
Fairfax County
Va
police begin training the
dogs today under a $:<4.000
FA A contract
If the program is success
fill, the KAA plans lo use the
animals at Washington'«
National and Dulles Inter
national airports

$1 OFF ALL ADULT

PINBALLT0URN.

SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK

Dogs to detect
hijack attempts

KAA Administrator John
N. Shaffer said, "Although
the dogs involved in the test

S. Viet forces attacked
SAIGON (API-Enemy
attacks in South Vietnam
rose to the highest level in
three months. Wednesday
and showed no signs of abating in northern Laos.
The Saigon military command reported .14 attacks
against South Vietnamese
military units and civilians
during the 24-hour period
ended at 6 am yesterday,
including 12 rocket and mortar attacks.
It was the greatest number
of attacks for any 24-hour
period since early last October.
In the most serious
assault. Viet Cong troops
ambushed a platoon of 30
government militiamen in
the Mekong Delta about 90
miles southwest of Saigon.
FIELD REPORTS said
three militiamen were
killed, with 11 missing and
six wounded The South
Vietnamese also lost one
heavy weapon and 17 rifles
to the enemy
In northern Laos, North
Vietnamese forces captured

"And now, children, hang your coals
on the coal rack and til in your
»oat>..."

■ago */THe BO News, Thursday, January 13. 1 *«

Prime minister takes office
stituent assembly to draw up
a permanent constitution.
During
the
nine-month
Bangladesh revolution and
two-week
India-Pakistan

DACCA
(API-Sheik
Mujibur Rahman shed his
president's robes yesterday
for those of prime minister
to head a parliamentary
government in Bangladesh
The new nation picked up
more support from behind

war. the SI-year-old Mujib
held the office of president
while he was a prisoner in
Pakistan, charged with treason
The heads of all former
diplomatic
missions
in
Dacca, except those of the
United
States
and
Communist China, attended
the swearing-in ceremony

the Iron Curtain.
Mujib was sworn in by
the new president, Abu
Sayeed Choudhurv. under a
provisional constitution the
sheik
issued
the
night
before
The document vested most
of the power of the slate with
the prime minister, gave no
power to the president without the prime minister's consent and established a con-

yesterday
Although without official
status, (he missions have
remained open and operating since the surrender of

352-5221
3ULF
'
gas
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10 gal
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Thorpe pamphlet

ajuEraa
EVERY THURSDAY
IS STUDENT NIGHT

Eve. at 7:10

John Wayne
Rkhard Boonc

wanted it passed with Democrat votes,'' Thorpe writes.
"He was determined to do
this without regard for the
views of the members of the
Republican caucus who had
elected him leader He was
willing to turn his back on
his own members and as
later events proved, he did
just that."
KURFESS SAID the pamphlet "tends to flatter me.
although I in sure it's not
intended to."
Thorpe said he wrote the
pamphlet over the Christmas holidays and circulated
it
among
lobbyists
and
Republicans who joined him
in opposing the personal
income tax
"When this issue becomes
cold," he said, "somebody
might
appreciate
having
something that was written
at the time. History has a
way of getting forgotten.''

Ill kK A BIO I MAI

THETA CHI
RUSH PARTY

remained
no
definitive
indication of the nature of
Bangladesh's
foreign
or
domestic policies.
When
former Prime
Minister Tajuddin Ahmed's
government
resigned
Wednesday to make way for
the sheik, pro-Moscow
Foreign
Minister
Abdus
Samad Azad went with it.
Mujib
retained
the
Cabinet, including Ahmed,
but he brought in Dr. Kamal
Hussain. a trusted lieutenant, educated in the West,
who has little popular appeal
in Bangladesh because he
prefers speaking English to

Warm
hello

Acting President Syed Naxrul Islam, right, embraces Sheik
Mujibur

Rahman

following

Mujib's

return

lo

Dacca,

Bangladesh, from detention in Wesl Pakistan.

Bengali.

aimed at Kurfess

$1.00

RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

recognition
Poland and Mongolia thus
became the fifth and sixth
nations to recognize the new
government of former East
Pakistan. Two of the first
four-East Germany and Bulgaria-also are in the Soviet
bloc of Eastern European
governments.
India
and
Bhutan were the others.
Despite the new recognitions,
diplomatic
observers
noted,
there

Herbert D. Spivack. chief
of the former U.S. mission,
greeted Mujib at the Dacca
airport Monday, the first
American contact with the
Bangladesh head of state.
As Mujib took his oath in
Dacca,
two
Moscoworiented
diplomats
presented
their governments' compliments to the
Bangladesh mission in New
Delhi and extended official

COLUMBUS. (APi-A fourpage
mimeographed
"History of the Income Tax
Battle'' is circulating at the
Statehousc with a text aimed
at I'ouse Speaker Charles
Kurless lR-4l. Perrysburg
The pamphlet was written
by Rep. James Thorpe IR901. Alliance, who emphasized the speaker's role in
passing the income tax bill.
"He wanted the state
income tax passed, and he

DOMINOS

Car Wash

the Pakistan army Dec. 16.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(.npr 71 Gen I Pa

1
S
10
14
15
16
17
18

20
22
23
24
25
27
2°
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
4.1
4*

ACROSS
Priestly robes.
Real it!
Thump
Enrirrled.
Beautiful damsel.
Mature.
English essayist.
Central American country:
2 words.
Tree of Kentucky :
2 words.
Intending.
Unit of measure.
Coin of India.
Celerity.
Zealot.
Impede or bar:
Law,
Men on the beal.
"The Menace."
Compass point.
Serious disorder.
Musical
instrument.
Group of three.
Israel: Abbr.
Stick.
Small bird.
Iron.
Letter.
People of South
Africa,

47 Rhode Island
rebel. 1842.
Foolhardy.
Hindu poet.
Hill
People from
Birmingham.
59 Twolold.
60 Be off guard.
61 Act in concert.
62 Sicilian
volcano.
63 Red and Black.
64 Bargains.
65 Mineral deposit.
DOWN
1 Antiquing
device.
2 French girl's
name.
3 City in Conn.
4 Most theatrical.
5 Old Testament
underworld.
6 African nut tree.
7 Sweetened
biscuit.
8 Constellation.
9 Italian rity.
10 State
productions.
11 "Laugh" In
Leoncavallo aria.
12 On.
13 Mais of ice.

49
50
53
S7

19
21
24
25

Creepers.
Days of yore.
Historic records.
Loosely woven
cotton cloth.
26 Aplomb.
27 Jose of movies.
28 Scot's name.
30 City on the
Waba.h:
2 words.
31 Willow tree.
32 Laborers.
3t Female rabbit.
35 Chemical suffix,
39 What every
question has.
41 Girl's M ime
44 New Mexican
dwellings.
46 Counter.
48 Legendary twin.
19 Tricks.
SO Small boys.
.11 Yucca's relative.
52 Contested area
of Ihr Middle
East.
53 Spinnaker.
H Stake.
!>5 Name for a
inn -.-in iiil.
56 Bridge triumph.
58 Oner .
||ft>
time: 2 words.

ANSWER 10 P9EVI0US PUZZLE

SATURDAY SUNDAY
MATINEE ONLY

"Big Jake'

FRIDAY-JAN. 14

by Brant parker and Johnny ban

THE WIZARD Or ID

A( INI MA l (NlfR HMM«'J.NIA1« +,
111 • Mill »•*-.•.-.-* «V.G)0
A**Air***i <4M«*J n IIIWM.II-v.

, tat? Cfr-V IN HERE

CAN SEE MYBX&rrt*<

NEW THETA CHI HOUSE

Eve. at 9:20

STEVE MCQUEEN

710 7th ST.

at200MPH'Tv

7:30-?

til***"

111"

75*
at 2:00

»mi

XliClLi
They're mixing them up for
Hungry People...at Howard Johnson's

On Thursday Nights
all you can eat
$

2921

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ILL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

1

St MlAV - OPENING HI. 3 P.M. - .WILTS Sl.su

SWEDISH LESSONS i: an
hour 352-9224

Thursday Jan 13.1972
Law Society. 7 pm 103 Moseley
invited

All interested students

Beta Beta Beta i Biology Honorary! 112 Lite Science. > pm
Regular meeting
Christian Science Organisation. 6 10 pm. PTout Chapel
Middle Class Youth. 105 Hanna Pall. 7 and 9 pm M C Y
brings lor a limited engagement Andy Washel « lllm
"TRASP" Two showings nightly

THE BIG 3

• Spaghetti

CAMPUS CALENDAR

$100

1.69

• Chicken

CLASSIFIED

• Fish

HELD OVER!-3rd RECORD WK!
Features - Eve. 7:2». »:J»: Bat * Sun. :. 1:40, 5:29. 7:W. S:M
"The Summer ol '«" — The HII of ihr Year!

University Karate Club. 7-9 pm Grand Ballroom. Union
Board breaking, cement smashed. Iree lighting, sell
delenae techniques I registration inlo Everyone welcome
Outing Club 100 Women s Bldg 7 00 pm
Spanish Club. 20 Shatiel. ( pm
activities will be discussed

Plans lor quarter's

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND ann|callJ72-450l
LOST Wnstwatch in men's
gym Reward Call 372-5640
ask (or Bob

itr there, u

OFH2
■KftardANoatPTCtfuclsn

MM MUCMCK

—-

|Rl<0*>

LOST
Brown double-knu
mitten II found, call Jane 2-

IW

RIDES
2 rides needed lo Oxford Jan
Mcall 2-1059

wilh Jennifer O'Neill • Gary Grimes • Jerry
Wanted
ride to Wooster
area Jan 14 or 15 Wdl Pay.
Call Gloria 372-5457
NOW EVE 7 28. S 30 Sal

Order one meal and when you want more,
you can go to our buffet table and get
ANYTHING YOU WANT FOR SECONDS!
i'l forget we sUII have
MM. - Chicken

1(3*

A

TMt.Saaghettl

■■J.-

Flaa

E. YYaotter
Bowling Green,

HOWARD

JoHmonf

Ohio

SHV

let, 3 45. 5 25 IIS. S 31

THEY CAN'T STOP SWEETBACK
IT'S THE BEST FILM
THAT'S EV» MEN
MADE ABOUT KINS
BLACK m AMERICA!"

Ride needed to Cleveland
Jan 14 Wdl Share Cost Call
Dan 3814258
RIDE needed to Miami U
Jan. 14. Back Jaa 16. Pay
St Call Rebecca 372-5329
HELP WANTED
2 attractive women needed
to learn and teach make-up
techniques
Have Ion and
make money too Subsidiary
of General Fooda Corp. For
personal wlerview call SS4MalMrtsn.

Coed lo live in home for baby
siinng A light house work in
exchange for room and
board 2nd A 3rd qtr
Transportation needed Call
S5J-404 between 8-4
. Diacoteque dancers wanted
part or lull time $6 per hr
and up Must be 18 yrs ol
age Inquire Holiday Inn.
Sun nth. 3-7 pm Asa for
Miss Bogarl
Waitress wanted Apply in
person Pagliai's Pina
WANTED
Waal 2 ticket! to BG hockey
game Sat 354-3158
WANTED any car 8100 or
under Call 2-4*20 or 2-1443
PERSONALS
GENE LIVES
There will be a brief meeting
to determine support lor the
organuaUon of a McCarthy
campaign
lor
this
congressional district in the
River Room. Union at 7 pin
this evening Any interested
Persons who cannot attend
call Deaais Anderson 372

Free Fridays' Like to tkf
Call 352-7287 evenings lor
share trip lo Mt Brighton
AIRLINE TICKETS
Domestic and Int'l ■ Holiday
Travel 3S2-OSS7-140 N Mam
Neat clean STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
with attendent on duty at all
times Open till 10 10 12 drs
from Urns1
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
TPE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER across
from City Park Look tor
the bright red sign PHILIP
MORTON JEWELRY and
other goodies
LOOK ■ special t lbs dry
cleaning only 12 50
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT i2 drs from
Lum'si
OPEN till 9 pm tonight
Super sale in progress
Nichols
Clothiers,
downtown BC.
PHI KAPPA PSI Open
I'ouse tonight 7 10-9 00 pm
All interested men invited
Alpha Garni - It you careyou'll be there see you
lonite
THE TIME IS NOW' BETA
THETA PI - 707 6th St Rush
Party 8 00-10:00 pm wilh
swimming to lollow
Tonight i Thursday i at our
house
Ridea behind Kohl
Hall at 7 St pm
BETA
THETA PT. BETA THETA
PI BETA THETA PI!!

PI'I KAPPA PSI OPEN
HOUSE tonight 7 30-9 00
pm
All Interested men
invited
ZBT's Allho we aren't the
greatest painters we enjoyed
helping you get oil to a great
new start1 The Xi's
THE TIME IS NOW' Beta
Theta Pi 707 6th St Rush
Party 8 00-10 00 pm with
swimming to follow.
Tonight (Thursday i at our
house
Rides behind Kohl
Pall at 7 20 pm
BETA
THETA PI. BETA THETA
PI. BETA THETA PI"
DZ s Get sky high lor the
tea' PhiTaus
Thanks lor the ternlic lime
at Eunies. Chi O's. Irom the
Brothers of Sigma Chi
S;g Eps ■ hope the first won't
be the last Alpha Gams say
thani for a great lea'
SIGMA NU LITTLE SIS
Rl'SP PARTY Monday Jan
17 at our house
FOR SALE OR RENT
AKC PembrokeWelsh Corgi
dogs lor sale
Champion
blood lines « mo old Call
352-7708
Bruce 500 watt guit amp
■ncl 2-15" JBL and 2 horns
must sell 8460 353*525 alter
8
2 bdrm house trailer lor real
close to University ph SS4S825
Apt for rent close to campus
553 SOU

"Short Marilyn'' m AM
congrais oa the lavalter!
Mow we're both hooked
Your I'll Phi. Pat

nee Forecast typewriter A
case, standard sue plea
type, minimal use, 1 touch
dial make olfer Phone SU4434afterSpm

Surma Nu Little Rush Party
Monday Jaa 17 at our house

10-speed bike lor sale Goad
condition call Steve 2-48*0

Aidlul Ada says
Winter Quarter '

MuscJU SET 101 » mm
cam lacl case call Joe at 1

"Rally

f»
12M
Panasonic Tape player FM
cartridge radio
Assorted
tapes 170 352 5998
TV. G.E small portable
Owner got new one for
Xnus IIS 352-5998
1955 Smoker mobile home
Good for married couple
Good price
Already on
prime lot Call 352-4185
2 snow tires on Covair rims
Good condition 352 5925
'85 Corvair 110. 4 speed runs
good 1195 Ph«8t-532S
69 VW BUG. sunroof, good
tires many extras. 11490 352<27t
Wanted 1 man to sublease in
a 4 man apt 880, mo call 3585068
Free rent - Falcon Sq. ApU.
1-2 bdrm
Call Steve
Messina 352 5334 after 5
MEN - looms and cookmf
352-8241
M r male 5 room apt 175 mo
354-3301
Wanted apt. attic, cellar lor
1 i one i person starting next
sept Call Jim 1
I F rmt* _
close lo campus »4-279l
NEED • lernale r.m spring
for apt RENT DISCOUNT
call Nlla 152-5729
F rmte needed spr qtr
Conlacl alter 5 -352-5547
Need 1-2 girls to share nice
house 3 bdrm.
37 50 mo 153 1074
1 f-male roommate i
850 a month close lo campus
call 354-4042
Wauled
male
aawas
urgent' Call 162-0011
<borao.lllB»arl.ta*
FerStMSt*
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Report reveals
school statistics
on segregation
WASHINGTON (APl-The
government reported yesterday that 11 Southern stales,
for the first lime, have
fewer black pupils in totally
segregated schools than does
the North.
The South also has
widened its gap over the
North in the number of
blacks attending mostly
white schools, the U.S.
Office for Civil Rights said
in its first preliminary
report on 1971-72 enrollments
Only 9 2 per cent or 290.390
black Southern pupils attend
all-black schools, the report
said, compared with 112 per
cent or 325.874 in the 32
Northern and Western
states
The greatest segregation
remains in the six border
states and the District of
Columbia where 24 2 per
cent or 162.578 pupils still
attend segregated schools,
the report said
EXCLUDING the large,
mostly black DC school
system, the government
estimates 21 per cent of
black pupils in Delaware.
Kentucky. Maryland.
Missouri. Oklahoma and
West Virginia attend segregated schools That is nearly
double the estimated nationwide average of 116 per
cent.
Little integration process
had been made during the
last three years in the
Northern. Western and border states, it added
About 28 per cent of black
pupils are attending mostly
white schools in the North
and West, and 30 per cent in

Tuition increase
probable at OU
ATHENS (API-Ohio
University officials said
yesterday room and board
charges will not be raised
for the 1972-73 school year,
but that a $30 per year tuition increase appears probable
They said the anticipated
130 tuition boost will be
lower than the 1971-72
increases, which totaled $180
for Ohio under-graduates
living in university dormitories The $180 included a
$90 tuition increase and a $90
raise in room and board
rates

the border states and DC.
MORE THAN two-thirds
of all Negroes in
predominantly
white
Southern districts are
attending mostly white
schools, the report said, and
nearly half of all whites in
predominantly black districts are attending schools
in which they form a minority.
•'Only 3 per cent of the
while pupils in predominantly minority districts
attend all-white schools."
the report said. More than
one-third of the 3 1 million
black Southern pupils live in
predominantly black school
districts.
The statistics show that
nearly one-third of all black
school children in the nation
now are in majority white
schools, for a 2 5 per cent
gain in the last year.
The statistics were
gathered from about 2.700
school districts representing
about 20 million pupils, and
then projected to cover all
43 3 million pupils included
in the 1970 survey.

C-a-t
Cat

year ending June 30 The
department however, says
only a little more than $2
billion will be required to
take care of needy recipients
Depart inent
Official*,
asked to comment on reports
the money had been intentionally withheld from food

Buyer badgers brokers
NEW YORK (APiAbraham H
Treff. a
smooth-talking college
sophomore, says he persuaded six prominent
brokerage houses to buy
$200,000 worth of stock in his
name without ever putting
up a penny in cash.
Treff said his purpose was
not to get rich but to show
that the rules of the NewYork Stock Exchange are
not always enforced and that
some brokerage firms will
ignore sound business practices to obtain commission
revenues
TREFF, who lives in
Philadelphia where he
attends St Joseph's College,
said the idea for the project
grew out of a discussion with
classmates about consumer
protection
He telephoned brokerage
firms listed in the yellow

pages of the Philadelphia
telephone directory At least
a dozen turned him down
when he asked to enter stock
orders without first appearing in person.
But six firms did make
purchases for him. although
he never appeared in person
at their offices and never
signed any papers to open an
account, he said
PAYMENT for purchases
is normally due five business
days after the trade is executed, but Treff's confirmations indicated that in most
cases his accounts were
carried somewhat longer
before he sold the position or
the brokerage sold it for
him.
When his last speculative
position NM sold last week,
he wound up with no net
gain. On Monday he reported
his dealings to the New York

ALPHA GAM
BLUE RIBBONS
ARE PSYCHED
FOR
BIGS

Pictured above are cast member* of "The Electric Company," a television show
designed to teach 7 to 10-year-oldt to read. WBGU-TV has received a grant of
$1,000 from McDonald's Restaurant, Bowling Green, to help underwrite the
cost of air time for the prog ram

Stock Exchange
An exchange spokesman
acknowledged that Treff had
presented documented evidence of the transactions,
but also said he had been
spotted earlier by NYSE
"stock-watch procedures''
and his name referred to the
Securities and Exchange
Commission
for
investigation

spending, said the charges
are "not correct "
it's news to me." said
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Richard E, Lyng.
who oversees the food program We haven't had any
limit put on us lor what we
can spend (or food stamps."
FRANK B. ELLIOTT.
assistant secretary for
administration, also said
reports thai the extra money
was being held up are in
error.
"The money, if it is
needed, will be spent."
Elliott told a reporter "This
is not impounded money We
have it available from the
Office of Management and
Budget anytime we need it."
But at this time. Elliott
said, food stamp costs for
the current liscal vear are

not expected to be the full
$? 2 billion approprialcd by
Congress
Instead. Elliott said,
projections call for $2 087
billion 1o hi* spent
The exact appropriation
for 1971-72 was $2 2 billion,
according to a department
budget official In addition
there was a carryover from
the previous year of $85
million, making a total of
$2,285 billion available (his
year.
ELLIOTT. CALLING it a
"technical budget matter."
said (he food s(amp spending
projection was based on the
assumption the present law
and regulations would
remain in effect
Elliott said he could not
say how much food stamps
are expected lo cost during

TAU KAPPA EPSIL0N

428 E WOOSTER
353-1045

WE SEND FLOWERS
ANYWHERE!

THIS IS because individual
items are not controlled at
the retail level. Rather, a
retailer's markup and profit
margin are limited, and a
shopkeeper doesn't have to
tell anyone but the Internal
Revenue Service what those
are.
But Cravson said the com-

mission still needs help from
citizens. He suggested a
number of steps they could
take:
Organizing shopping practices; keeping and public-iaing store-by-store and itemby-item price lists to aid bargain-hunters, and "devising
systems of community
action to reward the lower
priced retailers by
discriminative shopping."
HE SUGGESTED also
that citizens practice their
own jawboning, holding discussions with store-keepers
who seem out of line.
Finally, he said citizens
should report suspected
price-cheating to the IRS.
Grayson's remarks were
made before a seemingly
unconvinced group of price
watchers at a seminar sponsored by the AFL-CIO

Attention All Students
Interested in Nursing Program
Informal Meeting with Nursing Faculty
Jan. 17.1972
4-5 p.m. or 6:30-8 p.m.
Wayne Room, Univ. Union
A brief lecture by Dr. Ruth Kelly, Dean of
Nursing, Medical College of Ohio at Toledo,
and Chairman, Dept. of Nursing, BGSU,
will be followed by individual advising by
nursing advisors.

EXPANDING!!

TKE
CE

'ATHLETICS

RUSH PARTY, TONIGHT,
THURSDAY 7:00-9:30
BEER!!

VALENTINES DAY
THE FLOWERHOUSE

the year beginning July 1.
That will be disclosed when
President Nixon submits his
new budget to Congress in a
few weeks.

WASHINGTON lAPl-The
chairman of the Price
Commission Tuesday conceded again that price cheating by retailers is hard for
citizens to detect, and he
suggested they set up bargain patrols to help keep
prices down
Commission chairman C.
Jackson Grayson Jr.
acknowledged that shoppers
at retail stores have no way
of knowing whether a particular price increase violates
commission rules

SOCIAL

SCHOLARSHIP

REMEMBER — FEB. 14 IS

GET YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY
AND SAVE MONEY

The tuition increase, not
anticipated earlier, now
appears necessary to help
lund the 10 per cent civil service pay increase being considered by the General
Assembly, school officials
said The Senate passed the
raise last week.

Groyson suggests
'bargain patrols'

Food stamp fund has surplus
WASHINGTON (APi-The
Agriculture Department
said yesterday it does not
plan to spend an additional
$198 million available for
food stamps this year but
will not hesitate to do so if it
is needed
Congress allowed $2 2
billion for food stamps in the

A REPORT that the
university would hold the
line on room and board
charges came earlier in the
week when trustees were
told an increase planned for
the coming year would not
be necessary.

ALBUM

'FRAGILE'
Hue us iu

SHAH:

THE

FALCON PIZZA
HAS EXPANDED
NOW YOU CAN GET
THE SAME HOT
PIZZAS AND SUBS
ON THE EAST END
OF CAMPUS FROM

THE DAIRY TWIST PIZZA
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)

Bill Bennett, a junior in the College of Arts +
Sciences, has just returned from a Quarter's
internship in the office of Senator Robert A.
Taft. Washington. DC. He will be pleased to
answer any questions tonight at 7:30 in the
Wayne Room of the Union.

OFFICE OF
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

FRANK ST0IME

For Fast Hot Delivery
Falcon Pizza West

352-1215

Falcon Pizza East

354-9933

WAWR 93.5

FALCON PIZZA
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Freshman eligibility—a probable reality?
By Jack Carte
Sporti Editor
The possibility of freshman eligibility for football
and basketball was given a
boost at this year's NCAA
annual business session
The ruling as passed by the
NCAA merely approves the
•se of freshmen in football
and basketball Approval for
freshmen in all other sports
was granted a year ago
Technically, the new rule
means major colleges may
now use freshmen in
NCAA
post-season and
championship events
It remains up to the
conference themselves, and
the
individual
schools
whether to allow freshmen
to play during the regular
season.
Conference will hear the
matter in April at the
Athletic Directors meetings
at Miami as will the Council

of Presidents at their
meeting on May 20 during
the spring sports carnival in
Toledo, according to
assistant commissioner Jim
Carfield.
Carfield indicated that the
Presidents will want to discuss the matter with their
own Athletic Directors and
other advisors before they
discuss it among themselves This would almost
eliminate the question from
discussion at the next Presidents Meeting to be held in
February.
Bowling Green Athletic
Director Dick Young had
mixed feelings about the
matter
"It's an immediate solution to the financial problem.'' said Young. "I feel
that it came at an opportune
time We can tell a football
prospect that he can play a
Big Ten team in his first
college game'' (referring to

BG scheduling Purdue to
open the season next year).
Young indicated that he
didn't look for a lot of freshmen to move into starting
positions or make that great
an impression in their first
year, maybe a half-dozen in
football and one or two at the
most in basketball.
One disadvantage to the
new ruling would be that the
marginal
student-athlete
who has potential may not
have an opportunity to make
the team, according to
Young.
"It denies boys who want
to play a chance to do so."
Young commented.
"It
would eliminate about 40
kids in football and five to
ten in basketball. It doesn't
give a person a chance to
develop physically, emotionally and mentally during
his first years in school."
"Some kids won't even get
a chance to go out and Drove

themselves We've got more
kids that want to play now
but we don't have places for
them." Young said.
"PERSONALLY, for our
type and size of school. I'm
disappointed that we have to
go to this in a financial
pinch." Young continued.
"The step we are nuking U

By Kenny White
Sports Writer

Dfck Young
olhl.lic dir.clor

Contos holds 118 wrestling spot
senior year, making All-City
and finishing third in the
state in the 112 pound class
I!e had finished second in the
state the year before in the
103-pound class
But his biggest thrill in
high school was being
quarterback and captain of
the football team his senior
year
Realizing there aren't too
many 140-pound quarterbacks in college, he pursued
wrestling exclusively when
he came to Bowling Green.
IMs first two years produced
an 8-3 record Included in
that record is a tremendous
individual effort last year in
a triple-dual meet in
Altanta. G. Contos defeated
wrestlers from The Citadel.
Georgia Tech. and the
University of Florida to help
the Falcons defeat all three
opponents.

"Wrestling makes you a
better person." he says.
"You learn something every
time you wrestle, just like
learning from life."
Contos credits his high
school coach. Carry I.anzi.
with developing him as a
wrestler. "Pe taught me the
moves and the psychology of
(he sport, and how to think
like a wrestler," Contos

says. I.'e'll get a chance to
display his talents to his
former coach
first-hand
when Lanzi referees the
Miami meet on Saturday.
Miami brings a 4-2 dualmeet record into Saturday's
contest,
while
Bowling
Green is 0-1 The Falcons
will be seeking to avenge
last year's 31-3 thrashing by
the Redskins at Oxford.

"WE DIDN'T HAVE big

Although he finds it hard
making weight and getting in
top physical shape to
wrestle, the self-satisfaction
of the sport more than
makes up for the sacrifices.

obviously sub-par against
UC, made his trip to the
infirmary immediately
following the Friday meet.
Despite coming out of the
infirmary. Breithaupt and
Klebowski were the Falcon's
top performers in the 73-39
loss to Cincinnati with a
first-place tie (22.9 > in the
50-yard
freestyle.
Klebowski. a sophomore
from Middleburg heights,
leads the team in scoring
with 14.5 points with
Breithaupt. next in line
with 10 5 markers
Kenyon. 0-2. on the year,
will be out to avenge the 6449 licking they took at the
hands of the Falcons last
year
Ohio U., however,
with a 1-1 record for the
season, will be going for Us
fourth straight win in as
many years against the
Falcons.
Stubbs. whose eight-year
record at Bowling Green is
51-42-2. does not think
Kenyon will be as tough as
Cincinnati, but added that
Ohio University is obviously
the team to beat again this
year in the MAC
"We hope to be up to full
strength by the weekend."
said Stubbs. "But we'll
never know until we get over
the hump of these illnesses
If we're healthy.' we should
be able to give both of them
i Kenyon and Ohio U i a run
for it "

SAILING
CLUB
MEETING
SUNDAY, JAN. 16
203 HAYES HALL
7:30 P.M.
EVERYONE WELCOME

If you have taken in any of
the freshman games this
year, you could have noticed
a player who can make
exciting things happen on the
court This person skillfully
demonstrates his knack for
basketball, doing fancy layups, behind-the-back passes,
eye-popping jump shots and
doing what he knows best,
running the offense.
No fans, "Pistol Pete"
Maravich is not at Bowling
Green The man guilty of
trying
to
impersonate
"Pistol Pete" is a smaller
edition who has brought the
crowd to rousing standing
ovations at Anderson Arena
The villian is none other
than
Jeff
Monk"
Montgomery, who is wanted
by many coaches for
breaking the morale of their
players with his fancy play.
Montgomery, who is the
pride of Miamisburg. IO.). is
actually playing a whole new
brand of ball since coming to
Falconland

men such as Cornelius Cash
and Skip Howard where I
played". Montgomery said
In his senior year, Jeff was
the
tallest
player

"OUR

must vote it in," Haley continued. "Because if we don't
and another conference our
size does then we are in
trouble in a lot of ways."
However. Haley also said
there were some bad points
in the proposed new rule
"The day of the walk-on
proving himself in freshman
ball and winning a scholarship is almost eliminated."
Haley commented.
This

CONFERENCE

should hold special
importance to Haley as
when he was a freshman he
had no scholarship and won
one on his playing ability and
went on to play on one of
Bowling Green's best teams
in the 1960s.
Head football coach Don
Nehlen is attending the
national football coaches
meetings in Florida and was
not available for comment.

confidence in his overall
play. Coach Ivory Suesberry
has taught his team to help
each other. Montgomery has
followed this rule to a lee, by

Miamisburg had. and he was
the leading rebounder. Since
his team did not have a big
skyscraper to rely on. he
quickly
learned
the
importance of making his
shots count.
Being a member of one of
the best freshman teams in
the country, Jeff finds that it
is completely different
playing with big men. He
knows now that he can miss
a shot and still have a chance
to keep the ball with the big
men sweeping the boards
clean. "Monk" likes to pass
the ball to Cash, banking it
off the backboard
The
results of this maneuver is a
high lay-up by Cash, who can
jump like a kangaroo.
"Those two big guys make
my job a lot easier," he said
while relaxing at his
apartment
The scrappy
guard has gained much more

CD CO
uu

Joff Monrgomory

setting up his big men with
precision passes
In return, a familiar sight
is the big men sweeping the
boards and firing a long
bomb to Monk." who is out
on the fast break, ready to
perform his fancy antics
Another thing that Jeff did
was start shooting more
from the outside He learned
that no more can one run
through brick walls, but to
count on his big men to get
the heavy work done People
who think he is a showboat
are dead wrong because he
has been playing that type of
show-boating ball since he
was 10-years-old
If he gets this phase of
basketball down the way he
wants, he could be on the
road to becoming a complete
ballplayer like the man he
idolizes, the 'BigO''
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS

Cramped schedule
confronts tankers
Sad but true, there's no
rest for the weary And with
the like of Kenyon College
and
Ohio
University
invading the Bowling Green
Natatorium this weekend.
Falcon Coach Tom Stubbs
must be wondering when, if
ever, his swimmers i0-2i
will get a breather
After opening its dualmeet season two weeks ago
against Eastern Michigan,
the 1971 MAIA champions,
the Falcons faced an even
stronger Cincinnati squad
last Friday This weekend
the Falcon tankers will meet
the
returning
Ohio
Conference winners. Kenyon
College, on Friday at 7 p.m..
only to get a night s rest
before clashing with the 1971
Mid-American Conference
champion Ohio University
Bobcats on Saturday at 2
p.m
But strong competition is
not the only problem of late
for Bowling Green It seems
that
four
Falcons,
breaststrokers Jim Williams
and Roy Wright, and
freestylers Steve Breithaupt
and Joe Klebowski. have
been running their own relayrace in-and-out of the BGSU
infirmary with the flu bug
Breithaupt and Klebowski
missed several days of
practice last week, while
Wright was not well enough
to compete against
Cincinnati.
Williams.

Haley also had the same
feelings.
"It could have helped us
this year," said Haley. "It
will help a team that's down.
A down program can become
instantly well by recruiting,
whereas in the past the only
way for a down program
to get up was with juniorcollege players and you had
them for only two years. It's
almost like a draft."

'Monk' thrusts yearling cagers
into bold offensive game action

Copes with weight problem

Although he is not a
member of Weight Watchers
Anonymous, senior Mark
Contos of the Falcon
grapplers does keep a semifanatical watch over the :io
pounds he sheds each fall to
do "his thing."
Contos will do his thing"
again on Saturday at 118
pounds when Bowling Green
entertains a powerful Miami
team at 2 p.m. in Anderson
Arena Miami is fresh from
a 26-9 win over nationallyranked Toledo and stands 4-2
on the season
"It's hard to say exactly
why I go through all this to
loose 30 pounds each year."
said the two-time letterman
""I just enjoy the
competition and the work. I
guess You have to sacrifice
so much that you really feel
you accomplished something
when you win."
Contos'
interest
in
wrestling began in eighth
grade when he worked out
several times a week with
the high school team
IV
went on to become captain of
the wrestling team his

not the best solution to the
problem but it is a lot better
to do this than eliminate the
program completely."
According to Young, if the
conference went to a juniorvarsity program to replace
the freshman teams, it
would not make that much
difference in money.
Young also indicated that
he wished that the rule was
retroactive for basketball
this season and coach Pat

Vpfprfin

Mark Contot hat an 8-3 record en the
matt for
the
Falcont
in
pott
performances.

SHY CHARLOTTE IS
LOOKING FOR A DREAM
DATE
FOR JAN. 29th
Interested? All expenses
paid! Call 372-3808 or 372-2191
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Come Out

Diamonds Are Forever!
CONGRATULATIONS TO

Terry Chiara
Sue Hewitt
Pat Mallorie
Sherry Myer
Becky Shultz
FROM YOUR SISTERS IN

KAPPA DELTA

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Stadium

V1PW apartment:*

Campbell Hill Road and Route 6, Bowling Green

BATES & SPRIJMGER, Inc.
MANAGERS:

352-5088
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